ABSTRACT Cells remodel their plasma membrane and cytoskeleton during numerous physiological processes, including spreading and motility. Morphological changes require the cell to adjust its membrane tension on different timescales. While it is known that endo-and exocytosis regulate the cell membrane area in a timescale of 1 h, faster processes, such as abrupt cell detachment, require faster regulation of the plasma membrane tension. In this article, we demonstrate that cell blebbing plays a critical role in the global mechanical homeostasis of the cell through regulation of membrane tension. Abrupt cell detachment leads to pronounced blebbing (which slow detachment does not), and blebbing decreases with time in a dynamin-dependent fashion. Cells only start spreading after a lag period whose duration depends on the cell's blebbing activity. Our model quantitatively reproduces the monotonic decay of the blebbing activity and accounts for the lag phase in the spreading of blebbing cells.
INTRODUCTION
Blebs are spherical outgrowths of the plasma membrane (PM) that occur upon membrane detachment from the underlying cytoskeleton. Traditionally viewed as a sign of apoptosis, blebs are increasingly emerging as dynamic features connected to dramatic cellular reorganization, with a role in both in vivo (1) and in vitro cell motility (2, 3) . Blebs have been observed during spreading (4-7), mitosis (6, 8, 9) , and cell migration (10) (11) (12) . The protrusion of cellular blebs has also been identified as a potential strategy for tumor cell migration (13, 14) . Various cell types including lymphocytes (15) , Dictyostelium (12, 13) , and tumor melanoma cells (14) utilize bleb-mediated migration to navigate threedimensional matrices, emphasizing the broad physiological importance of cellular blebbing. The mechanics of a single bleb is beginning to be well understood (16) (17) (18) . Blebs are nucleated by the loss of PM-cytoskeleton adhesion, possibly due to the increase of cytoskeleton contractility (3, 19) . The freed membrane inflates rapidly (within 30 s) into a spherical bleb (5, 6, 16, 18, 20) . Bleb expansion stalls either because of a drop of pressure inside the cell, or after de novo assembly of an actin cortical layer on the bleb membrane. First, trans-membrane actin-binding proteins localize within the membrane of the bleb, followed by polymerization of actin at the membrane of the bleb, and lastly, localization of motor proteins, in particular, myosin II (17) . A new contractile cortex is formed, which retracts the bleb toward the cell body within a few minutes (6, (16) (17) (18) .
Cellular blebs can also be driven by external mechanical perturbations such as hyperosmotic shock or micropipette suction (21) , or can result from the rupture of the cytoskeleton cortex (22) . Blebs have also been identified as obligatory features after detachment of adhered cells (4) (5) (6) (7) 23) . However, blebs have not yet been connected to the global mechanical homeostasis of the cell. We demonstrate this connection here by observing the blebbing activity of adherent cells abruptly detached from their substrate, and we further show the role blebs play in the initial stage of adhesion.
The dynamics of cell spreading has been studied for many individual cell types including fibroblasts (23, 24) and neutrophils (25) . Theoretical models of cell spreading have also been proposed (26, 27) , where spreading results from a balance between a driving force from substrate adhesion and/or actin polymerization, and a viscoelastic force accompanying cell deformation. Broadly speaking, such an approach predicts a power-law where the cell-substrate contact area increases linearly with time (the cell then essentially behaves as a very viscous fluid), up to a saturation area, that depends on both cell and substrate. Membrane tension could play an important role in opposing cell deformation, and the regulation of PM surface area by endosomal recycling through endo-and exocytosis mechanisms is thought to be required for major changes of the cell shape during cellular processes such as mitosis (9) and spreading (28) (29) (30) . It has been shown that in addition to bringing specific adhesion proteins to the PM, increased exocytosis during cell spreading helps to prevent an increase of membrane tension by bringing membrane material to the PM (30, 31) , while endocytosis could play the opposite role during cell detachment (28, 29) . Mechanically speaking, it appears probable that membrane recycling is crucial in preventing a large variation of the PM tension during major morphological cell changes (9, 30) . We show below that blebs can also contribute to this mechanical homeostasis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture and substrate preparation
Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) were purchased from Lonza Walkersville (Walkersville, MD) and cultured in Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium supplemented with 10% bovine serum, 1% 200 mM L-glutamine, and 0.5% penicillin-streptomycin (referred to as BAEC medium). Cells were maintained at 5% CO 2 , 70% humidity, and 37 C. Cells were passaged at 90% confluence, and used between passages 3 and 10 for experiments. Before each experiment, cells were starved of serum for~16 h and detached with 0.25% trypsin with EDTA. Glass-bottom dishes (No. 1.5; MatTek, Ashland, MA) were coated with fibronectin (FN) by incubating with 100 mg/mL FN (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at room temperature for 2 h. Dishes were rinsed three times with 1Â phosphate-buffered saline before addition of cells.
Detachment experiments, spreading experiments, and actin staining
For detachment experiments, cells were plated on FN-coated plates for 24 h to reach saturation. For rapid detachment, cells were trypsinized with 0.25% trypsin with EDTA, while trypsin with EDTA diluted 20:1 with BAEC medium was used for slow detachment. For spreading experiments, cells were plated onto new BAEC media-filled FN-coated dishes after the appropriate incubation time (0-120 min). An average of 5 Â 10 3 cells were plated per dish to ensure single cells during spreading. For detachment and spreading experiments, one frame was recorded every 3-5 s. To modify the number of blebbing cells without drug or osmotic treatment, cells were allowed to remain in suspension after trypsinization between 0 and 120 min before replating. Interference reflection microscopy (IRM) and bright-field (BF) snapshots were taken for a minimum of 15 random cells per spreading time point. To observe the number of blebs per cell, BAECs were plated onto extremely soft (E~260 Pa), uncoated polyacrylamide gels (following previously described methods (32) ). Individual cells were observed with multiple BF snapshots taken at each time point to ensure the identification of blebs on both the basal and apical surfaces. Cells were treated with 80 mM dynasore (Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 min before plating and remained in the same concentration of the drug for the entire duration of the experiment. Using all captured planes, the numbers of blebs were counted for each cell. Viability was verified for both dynasore-treated cells and control after 2 h of incubation. Furthermore, cells rinsed and removed from dynasore treatment were able to spread in a manner comparable to that of control cells. For actin staining, cells were fixed for 20 min with 2% paraformaldehyde solution, and permeabilized with 1% Triton-X for 5 min. A 2% bovine serum albumin solution was used to prevent nonspecific binding, and cells were stained with 0.1 M Phalloidin-TRITC.
Microscopy, imaging conditions, and data analysis
Interference reflection microscopy (IRM) is a method used to detect surface-to-surface distance. Typically, the areas of the membrane closest to the surface appear dark, while those further away look brighter; thus, IRM is well suited for cell adhesion studies. Spreading and detachment experiments were performed using IRM, while the number of blebs per cell was observed using bright-field microscopy. Cells were observed with an inverted microscope (Olympus America, Center Valley, PA) and fitted with a 100Â oil immersion objective lens and a 100 W mercury lamp (Olympus). A charge-coupled device camera (Retiga SRV camera; QImaging, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada) was used for image recording. All experiments were performed in a closed microscope chamber (Precision Plastics, Beltsville, MD) to ensure characteristic culture conditions including 5% CO 2 , 50% humidity, and 37 C.
The cell was identified using an algorithm based on fitting of intensity histograms which was implemented in IGOR-Pro data analysis software (WaveMatrix, Portland, OR). For a detailed explanation of this method and the algorithms used to fit intensity histograms, refer to Sengupta et al. (25) . For statistical evaluations of spreading areas, IRM images were analyzed using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) software. The cell-boundaries were traced by hand and area was calculated using built-in ImageJ routines.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Blebs appear after rapid cell detachment
We observed blebbing activity of adherent cells by imaging the cell region near the substrate using IRM. Fig. 1 A shows blebs in adhering bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAEC), which appeared as spherical protrusions in BF and fluorescence microscopy and corresponded to uniformly dark circular adhesion zones when attached to the substrate, using IRM. Blebs had a similar morphology to those observed in fibroblasts (4, 8) and human melanoma cells (6, 17, 18) , and their extension and retraction rates were also similar to those previously reported (17) .
Rapid cell detachment with trypsin (as well as detachment with EDTA) led to the appearance of numerous blebs. A typical process of moderately rapid cell detachment is shown in Fig. 1 B using IRM. In this particular case, blebs FIGURE 1 (A) Identification of cellular blebs during detachment and spreading using interference reflection microscopy (IRM). Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAEC) were observed using bright-field (BF) and phalloidin-TRITC staining, and showed characteristic adhesion patterns when using IRM (arrows). IRM and BF images were captured within 10 s for the same cell, while actin staining was performed on fixed cells. Scale bar is 10 mm. (B) Using IRM, blebs were observed on the basal surface during trypsin detachment (t ¼ min after addition of trypsin). Blebbing was first noted on only a small area of the cell at t ¼ 8.8 (arrow), and became more numerous and larger after 10 min (Scale bar is 25 mm). t ¼ 15.8 is enlarged (scale bar is 10 mm) to illustrate some of the blebs (arrows).
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were first observed after 8.8 min (Fig. 1 B) , and became more numerous and larger after 10 min. In our hands, the time of bleb appearance was arbitrary; however, the detachment area necessary for bleb appearance was consistent for cells of similar initial adhesion areas. Typically, blebs began to appear on both the basal and apical surface of detaching cells (N ¼ 6) after~78 5 11% of the total adhered area was detached.
The appearance of blebs during detachment could be due to major disruption of the cytoskeleton structure. It could also be a way for the cell to deal with the large amount of membrane area that was transferred to the PM during cell spreading, and that will eventually be endocytosed (28, 29) . We tested the role of the kinetics of cell detachment by using a lower concentration of trypsin. Interestingly, blebbing was not observed when cells were detached over more extended periods of time (>50 min in our case; see Movie S1 and Movie S2 in the Supporting Material). The timescale involved appears fairly large as compared to cytoskeleton remodeling times, but is rather consistent with the dynamics of membrane recycling (33, 34) . Although trypsin cleaves cell surface receptors during detachment, it has been illustrated that this does not significantly affect the readhesion or spreading saturation of cells (35) . In fact, when DNA and RNA synthesis are inhibited before and after trypsinization, there remains no effect on the ability of cells to readhere and spread (35) , emphasizing that readhesion is not dependent on the resynthesis or expression of new cellsurface receptors after detachment. Effects in readhesion after trypsinization are reported only when temperature is dramatically reduced compared to physiological norms (35, 36) . To gain more insight on the relation between blebbing and membrane recycling, we studied the evolution of the blebbing activity of cells after fast detachment.
Endocytosis regulates cell blebbing
Adhered BAEC were rapidly detached using a high concentration of trypsin, and then placed on soft polyacrylamide gels (E~260 Pa), without extracellular matrix coating, making the substrate nonadherent. The number of blebs was counted using BF microscopy to monitor the evolution with time of the number of blebs per cell (Fig. 2) . For control cells, the average number of blebs remained fairly constant for the first 10-15 min. After 15 min, we observed a gradual decrease in the number of blebs per cell until 40-60 min, when blebbing ceased. The large characteristic timescale of the blebs disappearance suggests that the number of blebs is likely to be regulated by membrane internalization mechanisms such as endocytosis (28, 29) .
To test this hypothesis, we repeated the above experiment with cells treated (after detachment) with 80 mM dynasore, an inhibitor of dynamin-dependent endocytotic pathways (37) . Although the number of blebs did decrease slightly over the observed 90-min period, the majority of cells treated with dynasore were unable to completely reintegrate cellular blebs (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, cells treated with dynasore did not spread on uncoated polyacrylamide gels or fibronectin-coated glass substrates. We observed cells for up to 3.5 h during which the adhered area did not increase, although the majority of cells continued to bleb.
Role of blebs in cell spreading
Finally, we established the influence of blebs on the kinetics of cell spreading. Adherent cells rapidly detached by trypsinization were replated after varying times of incubation (0-120 min), and their spreading area was captured by IRM (Fig. 3 A) . Cells plated immediately after trypsinization typically exhibited vigorous blebbing ( Fig. 3 A and Movie S3), while cells which remained in solution for 120 min before plating did not bleb (Fig. 3 A, nonblebbing cell and Movie S4).
Nonblebbing cells displayed both filopodia and lamella (respectively, white and black arrowheads in Fig. 3 A, and see Movie S4), within the first 10 min of spreading. They spread quickly on the substrate, following the linear dynamics reported previously (26) . On the contrary, the initial substrate adhesion of blebbing cells occurred through individual bleb-adhesion zones (Fig. 3 A, arrow) , which grew and fused to form the adhered area of the cell. Because of constant bleb retraction, this process was very slow, and little increase of the adhered area was actually observed during the first 40 min. During this long lag spreading Biophysical Journal 99(6) 1726-1733 regime, the cell showed numerous blebs at the periphery of the adhesion zone, which dynamically adhered and detached from the substrate. Lamella and filopodia became apparent after some time and initiated the fast spreading regime; after that, blebs quickly disappeared from the PM. The timescale for bleb disappearance was similar for spreading and nonspreading cells (Fig. 2) , illustrating that the reintegration of cellular blebs is independent of cell spreading, and is more likely regulated by internalization mechanisms such as endocytosis (28, 29) . Furthermore, the spreading rate in the fast spreading regime was similar for blebbing and nonblebbing cells (33 5 17 mm 2 /min, N ¼ 9 and 30 5 18 mm 2 /min, N ¼ 9, respectively), emphasizing that the major difference between the two spreading behaviors lies in the first 40 min of spreading-the time needed for blebs to disappear.
To support this claim, we incubated cells for varying time before replating them and then measured the area from IRM snapshots for a minimum of 15 random cells taken at each time point during spreading (Fig. 3 B) . A lag was still observed for cells incubated <60 min, but the extent of the lag phase decreased with increasing incubation time, consistent with the view that the lag phase is connected with the presence of blebs. Cells incubated for 60 min or more quickly developed lamella and spread very fast. Here again, the fast spreading regime was similar for all cases, whether it was preceded by a lag phase or not, as was also the final adhered area at saturation. We examined the number of cells that were blebbing during the spreading process and found that the percentage of cells blebbing decreased with incubation time, with 92% of the t ¼ 0 min incubation cells blebbing, while only 62% and 33% of cells are blebbing after 30 and 60 min, respectively. Cells no longer bleb after 120 min of incubation. Replating of EDTA-detached cells produced similar incubation-dependent dynamics comparable to those shown in Fig. 3 B (data not shown) .
Model
The aim of the theoretical model is to obtain a general description for the kinetics of cell adhesion that includes area recycling between the plasma membrane (PM) and area storage within membrane blebs. The model presented below uses a general linear viscoelastic framework to relate cell deformation to membrane tension, and is not restricted to cell spreading. It seeks to reproduce the kinetic evolution of parameters that can be directly observed in the experiments, namely the cell area in contact with the substrate (which we call A c ) and the number of blebs in the cell N b . All other variables introduced in the model, and in particular the various relevant tensions, are relative variables which are chosen to vanish in the reference state of a fully relaxed, nonadhering cell. Blebs influence the membrane tension by sequestering membrane area, and are taken into account by introducing formation and retraction rates that depend on membrane tension.
Viscoelastic description of cell spreading
From a mechanical point of view, a cell is a very complex viscoelastic system powered by energy consumption. Nevertheless, it has been theoretically proposed and experimentally verified (26, 27 ) that as far as spreading is concerned, the cell essentially behaves as a viscous drop. The adhered area kinetics follows from a balance of forces between the adhesion driving force (characterized by an adhesion energy per unit area e) and a viscous dissipation,
where h c (energy Â time/length 4 ) characterizes energy dissipation during cell spreading and is mostly controlled by viscous flow through the cytoskeleton cortex as the cell spreads (26) . Cells stop spreading after a while, meaning that some elastic stress must be stored during spreading, which eventually balances the adhesive driving force at large strain. Here, we assume that this elastic stress is stored as membrane tension g m , and replace the spreading equation above by
Membrane tension is the only force opposing deformation (see below), leading to a saturation when it balances the driving force: g m ¼ e. By analogy with giant unilamellar vesicles (38) , in which the membrane tension is known to be related to the difference between the apparent area and the true membrane area (called A m ), we adopt the simple linear relationship
where k m is the membrane effective stretching modulus. Note that this relationship should be understood in a phenomenological way, where the adhered area A c is used as a measure of the cell deformation (it vanishes for an undeformed cell in solution). The stretching modulus k m is thus a phenomenological parameter, which need not be equal (although it should be of the same order of magnitude) to the cell stiffness measured under different kinds of deformation.
The plasma membrane of a cell constantly exchanges material with the cell interior by endo-and exocytosis, with the entirety of the PM being recycled over~1 h (33) . The rate of endocytosis is known to inversely correlate with the tension of the plasma membrane (39) , and a general relationship between rates of membrane transport and difference of membrane tensions within the cell can be expected (40, 41) . To translate these facts into a mechanical equation, we assume that the balance of endo-and exocytosis depends on the difference between the membrane tension and the tension g i of inner organelles (e.g., the Golgi), again assuming linear kinetics for the total area of the cell surface A 0 m ¼ A m þ A b ; which includes the PM area, and also the area A b contained in blebs:
Finally, to comply with our assumption that cell spreading is eventually limited by an increase of membrane tension, the inner tension is assumed to increase as area is transferred to the PM:
Combining all the rules described above, and defining the effective parameters
the evolution of the adhered area is described by
where A m ¼ A c þ A b is the apparent PM area and includes the area sequestered in blebs. We will see below that the bleb area A b is fixed by the membrane tension g m , so this set of equations uniquely determines both the cell shape and its mechanical properties (A c and g m , respectively). The dynamical model sketched in Fig. 4 A and leading to Eq. 1 for the tension g m is equivalent to a viscoelastic model depicted in Fig. 4 B, consisting of the so-called standard linear elastic model (a Maxwell fluid of stiffness k 1 and relaxation time t m , in parallel with a spring of stiffness k 2 ) for the total PM area A m . In the absence of blebs, the membrane crosses-over from a relatively stiff elastic body at short time to a much softer elastic body after a relaxation time t m , identified with the characteristic time of membrane area homeostasis (of~40 min for BAEC). As we show below, blebs appear if the membrane tension drops below a critical value (Fig. 4 C) .
Bleb statistics
The life cycle of a bleb involves nucleation and growth, followed by the polymerization of a new actin cortex underneath the bleb membrane and by bleb retraction. The whole process only takes a few minutes, and in the timescale of our observations (~1 h), it can be considered instantaneous. The average number of blebs per cell thus results from a balance between nucleation and retraction. The rate of bleb retraction depends mostly on the time needed to polymerize an actin cortex and recruit myosin, and can be considered roughly constant. The rate of bleb nucleation, on the other hand, strongly depends on membrane tension. It has been shown that the energetics of bleb formation is mostly controlled by three physical parameters: internal cell pressure, the membrane-cortex adhesion energy, and the membrane tension (see (16) and the Supporting Material). While the internal cell pressure, partly built by acto-myosin contraction, promotes membrane cortex separation and membrane inflation, the other two physical parameters oppose bleb formation. As a result, the bleb energy displays the characteristic features of a nucleation process: if the membrane area detached from the cortex is small, it rebinds without major inflation; but beyond a critical area, corresponding to a particular nucleation energy, blebs steadily inflate. The smaller the nucleation energy barrier, the higher the probability to observe blebs on a given cell. It has been suggested that local increases of the cortical activity could be responsible for bleb nucleation (16, 18) . Because the nucleation energy depends on the membrane tension (linearly, see the Supporting Material), blebbing can also be triggered by a major drop in membrane tension, such as the one expected upon detachment of a strongly adhered cell.
The rate of bleb nucleation is expected to grow exponentially with the nucleation energy barrier, hence with membrane tension. The fraction of the cell surface covered with blebs thus takes the general form (see the Supporting Material)
where g b and b are, respectively, the threshold tension for blebbing and the bleb nucleation sensitivity to membrane tension. They are expressed in terms of physical parameters in the Supporting Material. Equation 2 tells us that there should be no blebs for high membrane tensions, while blebs should saturate the cell surface (n b~1 ) for low tensions, with a transition at~g b , the sharpness of which is controlled by b. Bleb formation is physically very similar, although for different energy and length scales, to the invagination of protein-enriched membrane domains such as caveolae (42) , which have been shown to buffer membrane tension.
The total area in blebs is the bleb fraction times the maximal area that can be contained in blebs: A b ¼ A b0 n b .
Model predictions
Solving Eq. 1 in the absence of blebs can be done analytically (see the Supporting Material), and examples of such spreading curves are presented in Fig. 4 B. Initial spreading is linear with time with a rate e/h c (of~0.5 mm 2 /s, Fig. 3 ), and the subsequent spreading kinetics depend on the recycling time t m . If membrane recycling is fast, t m << t c with t c ¼ h c /k 2 , the cell behaves as a soft body of stiffness k 2 and spreading saturates after a time t c to an area e/k 2 . In the absence of recycling, on the other hand, the spreading saturates to a much smaller area e/(k 1 þ k 2 ). In the physiologically relevant limit t m > t c , the initial spreading kinetics are controlled by viscous dissipation in the cytosol, but the later stage is slower and controlled by the kinetics of area transfer.
A large fraction of internal area is transferred to the PM during cell spreading. Upon rapid cell detachment, most of the cell's adhered area retracts very quickly (see Fig. 1 ), without rapid change of the PM area. The excess area gained upon spreading results in a large drop of membrane tension (see the Supporting Material). If the tension drops below g b (Eq. 2), blebs form on the cell surface and take up part of the excess area, thereby buffering the tension to a value close to g b . Mechanically, blebs thus behave in a way reminiscent of smaller membrane outgrowth such as caveolae (42) , which can regulate membrane tension by sequestering excess membrane area. The membrane tension may, however, drop further if the excess membrane area becomes so large that the cell surface is saturated by blebs (n b x 1). After a time of~t m , endocytosis slowly recycles the PM excess area, also removing bleb membrane area, until the rest tension is reached. The number of blebs on the PM decays in time with a characteristic timescale t m . We present the numerical solution of Eqs. 1 and 2 for the decay of the number of blebs on the PM with time in Fig. 5 A, where parameters have been chosen to reproduce our experimental observation (Fig. 2) . The number of blebs remains constant for some time before decreasing because the cell was initially saturated with blebs (n b x 1). This can be expected in the case of strong adhesion, where the large membrane area transferred to the PM during spreading causes a massive drop of tension upon detachment. In the opposite limit of weak adhesion (e< -k 2 /k 1 g b , only relevant if g b < 0, see the Supporting Material), even rapid cell detachment will not result in cell blebbing.
The full system of kinetic equations used to determine the kinetics of cell spreading and retraction is given in the Supporting Material. We calculated the adhesion kinetics after different incubation times by choosing as initial conditions different points along the relaxation curve n b (t) (squares, Fig. 5 A) . The observed adhesion kinetics (Fig. 3 ) could be reproduced (Fig. 5 B) by assuming that Biophysical Journal 99(6) 1726-1733 the presence of blebs reduces the energy of adhesion between the cell and the substrate, which we render using the effective adhesion energỹ
(see the Supporting Material). We find that blebs prevented adhesion (ẽ%0) when blebs covered >n b * ¼ 25% of the PM surface. This effect can be traced to the fact that the blebs do not seem to promote strong substrate adhesion, and to the repulsive pressure exerted by inflating blebs colliding with the substrate. Finally, we remark that the maximal area at saturation (~e/k 2 ) is independent of whether the cells were initially blebbing. Our model predicts saturation of spreading when the adhesion energy is balanced by membrane tension, corresponding to a well-defined spreading area. It has been recently reported (30) that the force needed to extract a membrane tether from a spreading cell (which is related to the PM tension), does not increase, but instead, decreases during spreading. The authors concluded (as we do here) that tension is regulated via membrane recycling. However, their observation is inconsistent with our assumption that membrane tension is responsible for the saturation of cell spreading. Tether force is not only influenced by membrane tension, but also by membrane cytoskeleton interaction, and alteration of the latter could be responsible for the observations of Gauthier et al. (30) . However, if membrane tension indeed decreases during spreading, another global cellular phenomenon must limit spreading. This detail could invalidate our prediction concerning saturation (although our main prediction, that the saturated area does not depend upon blebbing, is validated by our observations), but would not change our picture of 1), the way blebbing is related to membrane homeostasis, and 2), the effects blebs have on the initial cell spreading pattern.
CONCLUSIONS
Along with cytoskeleton remodeling, major cellular shape changes such as those occurring during mitosis, apoptosis, and cell motility are regulated by membrane recycling (9, 43) . In addition to bringing specific proteins to the PM, membrane recycling also permits membrane area homeostasis, which insures that the right amount of membrane area is available for a particular transformation (41) . In the absence of such regulation, large deformation would be prevented by an excessive membrane tension. Membrane recycling is typically fairly slow (~30 min (33)), and the cell has other means to respond to sudden changes of PM tension, e.g., through membrane invaginations such as caveolae (42) . Here we propose that cellular blebs can transiently play a similar role.
Our model could reproduce the slow disappearance of blebs by assuming a linear relationship between the flux of membrane and the difference of tension between the PM and internal organelles (41) , extracting a typical membrane recycling time t m ¼ 7 min (Fig. 5) . Remarkably, slowing cell detachment down did not lead to blebbing. This illustrates a property shared by all viscoelastic bodies, namely, that the strength of the response depends on the rate of the perturbation compared to the rate of internal relaxation. If cell detachment occurs sufficiently slowly for membrane homeostasis to regulate PM area, the PM tension is kept constant and blebs do not form.
While nonblebbing cells spread quickly as previously described (26) , blebbing cells exhibited a lag phase during which blebs were seen to collide with and retract from the substrate, with little expansion of the adhered area (see Movie S3). We showed (Fig. 5 ) that this observation could be explained if blebs act as a pressurized cushion preventing cytoskeleton-mediated adhesion to the substrate. Indeed, the termination of the lag phase and the initiation of the fast spreading regime coincided with the disappearance of blebs. Cells replated immediately upon detachment, showed a long lag phase consistent with the bleb decay time of cells in suspension (Fig. 3 B) , and the duration of the lag phase decreased with increasing incubation time. Interestingly, both blebbing and nonblebbing cells spread at similar pace during their fast spreading regime, and reached similar spreading areas at saturation. Therefore, although blebs can serve as a reservoir of area (7, 17) , blebs inhibit initial cell spreading because of direct interaction with the substrate but do not influence the final state. To emphasize that the bleb-related dynamics we observe in Fig. 3 is not dependent on the substrate coating, we plated blebbing cells onto polylysine-coated glass-bottom dishes and report no statistical differences between spreading behaviors during the first 4 h of spreading compared to fibronectincoated dishes (data not shown).
In conclusion, this work illustrates that blebs are more than just an interesting cellular protrusion or a marker of cell apoptosis. Rather, cellular blebs are complex dynamic FIGURE 5 (A) Evolution of the (normalized) average number of blebs per cell n b with time. In both the experimental observations (shaded points, from Fig. 2 ) and the theoretical curve, cells were allowed to spread until complete saturation before being detached from the substrate, leading to pronounced blebbing. Theoretically, n b was quantified using Eqs. 1 and 2 by fixing e¼ 0 and A c ¼ 0 (no spreading) and setting the initial membrane area to its value for a fully adhered cell: A m ¼ e=ðk 2 ð1 þ k 2 =k 1 ÞÞ. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 4 , with e/k 2 ¼ 1500 mm 2 (during the spreading phase), t c ¼ 3. structures that prevent initial cell spreading and play a critical role in the global mechanical homeostasis of the cell through regulation of membrane tension. The role of cellular blebs in maintaining cellular homeostasis may also have potential implications in bleb-based motility observed in vivo (1).
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
One figure, six equations, and four movies are available at http://www. biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495 (10) 
